Over past decades the majority of real-space nanoparticle (NP) dynamics measurements have been performed by Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) confining a liquid sample in various types of fluid cells, protecting the fluid from evaporation during imaging [1, 2, 3] . These TEM observations demonstrated that the electron interaction itself can extensively influence particle motion [4, 5] , but unfortunately one has limited control of beam energy, i.e. acceleration voltage, in TEM. In addition the interactions of the particles with the windows in these very thin cells can introduce artifact. Although Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) can be operated at much lower beam energies it has received little attention, since NP motion cannot be observed with a protective film that prevents evaporation of the vast majority of liquids under high vacuum conditions. Ionic Liquids (IL) are a unique class of liquids that lack measurable vapor pressure and possess a wide range of physical properties, including to ability to vary the nature of the IL from hydrophobic to hydrophilic. The former affords the opportunity to use ILs under high vacuum conditions, thereby allows 'open' imaging by SEM. We recently demonstrated this method's ability to visualize 2dimensional Brownian NP motion [6] and the pair interaction potential between NPs [7]. In these experiments the acceleration voltage and beam current were critical parameters that could profoundly impact observed NP dynamics and, therefore, imaging parameters that must be tuned to minimize or eliminate impact on NP motion.
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Here, rather than trying to eliminate beam sample-interactions, we present examples of electron beam induced NP motion and interactions. Besides beam current and acceleration voltage other imaging choices can influence the observed NP motion. For one, the conductivity of the used IL is important and for simplicity we restricted our experiment to [Emim][EtSO4], which appears fairly neutral under electron beam exposure. Studied systems include a variety of simple or core-shell poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG)-grafted gold and (spheres or rods) silica nanoparticles as well as gold-coated silica (AucSiO2s) or silica-coated gold (SiO2cAus) NPs.
Below a threshold beam current (typically <13 pA) particle motions follow commonly applied physical principles [6, 7] indicating negligible beam/sample interactions, a pattern that changes rapidly, once the beam current, is increased. We did not observe an obvious impact on particle motion when staying within an acceleration voltage range of 1 kV to 3 kV. For the aforementioned AucSiO2s and SiO2cAus nanoparticles, the particle/beam interactions created opposite response: exposed to higher electron doses, AucSiO2s showed long range attraction while SiO2cAus showed repulsion resulting in disassembly of 2D aggregates. In a simple sample preparation procedure, a drop of methanol containing the respective nanoparticles was allowed to evaporate on a drop of IL and NPs spontaneously attach to the IL surface. Figure 1 shows SEM images illustrating the attractive forces of AucSiO2s and the repulsive forces of SiO2cAus exhibited during e-beam exposure.
While the presented experiments at this point are not fully understood, understanding the interaction forces between the particles, fluid and electron beam will lead to a means of controlling NP assemblies and make new, highly organized interfacial materials. 
